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Eden was followed by Sir John Simon; and the fact that
Sir John saw fit to stresss that £ the honourable and gallant
gentleman opposite has, I think, put a much more reason-
able point of view than the view with which the Foreign
Secretary concluded', is in no small measure testimony to
its adroit argument and expression.   In 1926 Sir John was
in opposition to the very attitude to international relations
symbolized by his tenure of the Foreign Office.   In 1926
Simon was the Progressive and Eden to the Right.  They
were both in process of transition, and for some time they
come within the same orbit of sympathy and understand-
ing. In 1926 Sir John was making his point by differentiat-
ing between the spirit and the letter of support for the
League.   He did not agree with the policy of putting the
foot down: it was a matter of will-power and of procedure
that either encouraged or discouraged success.  He criticized
Sir Austen for an exaggeration both of his achievement and
his failure.   British foreign policy was not as satisfactory as
he made out, nor was Geneva a tragedy.   It was a misfor-
tune, and c the hon. and gallant gentleman (Mr. Eden)
used more moderate language when he comforts the House
by saying that things are not so deplorable as they seem.*
He agreed there was a tendency to dwell upon events of the
recent past, but * like the hon. and gallant gentleman I am
much more interested in what is likely to be the immediate
future of the League.'
Baldwin wound up this remarkable debate and attempted
to cut across the Opposition's case by exploiting flippancy,
of which rare and delicate art he has always been a great
master. Mr. Lloyd George had clothed himself in an air
of e spiritual lachrymosity'. He felt that when that silvery
voice was stilled for ever the word Geneva would be found
in his heart. He alluded to his own simplicity, and was
glad that the opinion he held of himself was confirmed by
so good a judge as Mr. MacDonald. The dangers of nego-
tiations in French were also stressed and Dr. Johnson cited,

